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Beam currents driven by a neutral particle injection in a helical system 

( stellarator. heliotron, torsatron i are studied in the l/r collisionality 

regime. The general expression for the beam driven current is obtained for 

arbitrary magnetic field configurations by solving the drift kinetic equation 

for electrons. It is found that F - Jmt/Ji> • Jnci is the net current and .It, 

is the fast, ion beam current : increases as ft and Z,,// where ft is the frac 

tion of trapped electrons and Z„// is the effective ionic charge number. 

Especially, for Z„// = 1 the effect of trapped electrons is large and F is 

roughly proportional to ft. On the other hand, if ZB// a 3 the effect of 

trapped electrons becomes small. 
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SI. Introduction 

Recently, new helical devices such as CHSI: and ATFJ are operated in 

which the parallel injections of neutral beams are being carried out to heat 

the plasma. The neutral beam injection parallel to the magnetic field lines 

easily produces a beam-driven current in the toroidal direction. If a large 

toroidal current is driven in the helical system ' stellarator, heliotron 

torsatron ), the rotational transform changes significantly, and the 

equilibrium, stability, and the plasma transport might be altered. 

Therefore, it is very important to estimate the beam driven toroidal current 

in the presence of a beam-driven momentum source in helical systems. 

In tokamaks the toroidal currents driven by the neutral particle injec 

tion have been investigated theoretically by many authors''' . Ohkawa' 

pointed out that the electron return currents due to the collision with fast 

ions produced by the injection of fast neutrals play an essential role to 

determine the net toroidal current driven by the neutral beam injection. It 

is thus important to obtain the electron distribution function in the velo 

city space in the presence of fast ions. The original Ohkawa theory3 and 

together with other calculation*' assumed a displaced Maxwellian distribution 

for electrons. This displacement is then determined by balancing the rate at 

which momentum is gained by the electrons from collisions with fast ions 

against the rate of loss to the background thermal ions. However, electron 

electron collisions and the velocity dependence of frictional force between 

fast ions and electrons lead to a distorted electron distribution different 

from a simple displaced Maxwellian distribution. Another important effect is 

the presence of trapped electrons due to the toroidicity which have an effect 
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analogous to their modification of the conductivity of a toroidal plasmas. 

The effects of trapped particles were first investigated by Connor and 

Cordey5' based on the drift kinetic equation with model collision operators. 

Cordey et al.6' have developed a full Fokker-Planck kinetic theory which both 

allowed for distortions in the electron distributions due to fast 

ion-electron collisions and incorporated electron-electron collisions in the 

same way as the Spitzer-Harm theory of plasma resistivity. This theory was 

developed to include the trapped electrons by Start, Cordey, and Jones7'. 

The beam driven current was calculated including the trapped electrons for 

tokamaks of arbitrary aspect ratio by Start and Cordey8 . The effect of 

plasma rotation on the beam-driven current is discussed by Hirshman and 

Sigmar9'. A beam-driven steady state tokamak reactor is investigated by 

Mikkelsen and Singer101. 

In the present paper, we formulate the expression for the beam driven 

current in the l/v collisionality regime of a plasma in a helical device such 

as stellarator, heliotron and torsatron and investigate the dependence of the 

beam-driven current on the magnetic field configuration. In §2. we solve a 

drift kinetic equation for electrons with a model collision operator" '" 

including the effects of trapped electrons. It is assumed that 

i"fi « .11, « i-Tc. where ire and tTi are electron and ion thermal velocity and ii, 

is the beam velocity, since this relation holds for experimental conditions. 

It is shown that the influences of the magnetic field configuration on 

beam driven current appear through the fraction of trapped electrons. It 

should be noted that the formulation which will be developed in 52 is valid 

for arbitrary equilibrium magnetic field configurations in the helical 

system. The influences of the magnetic field configuration on the 
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beam-driven current are examined in §3 using various vacuum magnetic field 

configurations. The fraction of trapped particles is dependent on the shift 

of the magnetic axis. Hence, the ratio of the net current to the fast ion 

beam current depends on the magnetic axis shift if Ze// is small. 

Conclusions and discussion are given in 54. 

§2. Formulation of the Beam-Driven Current in a Helical System 

Neutral atoms injected parallel to the magnetic field lines are ionized 

in the plasma to produce fast ions which make a beam current colliding with 

electrons if the beam velocity i% exceeds a critical velocity. The electron 

distribution function fe is then distorted due to the collisions with fast 

ions and deviates from a local Maxwellian distribution /,,o. This deviation 

of the electron distribution function produces an electron return current. 

Thus the net beam-driven current is created as the sum of the fast ion beam 

current and the electron return current. It is the key point to obtain the 

exact electron distribution function in the presence of fast beam ions to 

calculate the net beam-driven current. 

For small distortions the perturbed distribution function /,.] - ./',.- /," 

satisfies the following linearized drift kinetic equation: 

where i, is the parallel velocity, and C,e, C , and Ct are the linearized 

electron electron, electron-thermal ion. and electron-fast ion collision 

operators, respectively. The reference frame is used such that the thermal 

ions are at rest. The perturbed distribution 7,-i is split, into two parts" : 
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/el - /5l + },t. 2 

where /ifi is the distribution function for circulating electrons and satis 

fies the following equation 

0 - CP,< &\ ) + Cei( /tl ) + C e b( /,0 )• "31 

For high electron temperatures where the electron thermal velocity 17, 

greatly exceeds the fast ion velocity w>. the solution fi\ in Eq.t3) is given 

in Ref.6 as follows: 

J, ?y.mi,iuif.-(>i . 6, i'h •_• 1 . 
/..//nciT» a ' 

where Zi is the fast ion charge number, lib and n„ are the fast ion and elec 

tron densities, respectively, and Ze// - 2_, n,7.i/ru: is the effective ionic 

charge number. Substitution of Eqs.i'2" and ;3.i into Eq.;1l yields 

i'.|̂ /.i - C„', h\ ) + Ce,f / H ) . -5: 

Here, we use the following model collision operators"1"5: 

C c t,( /,., 1 - LVpiifei", ^ ( ^ ^ g ^ 1 ) + iwt i / f " i 4 ; - . "6" 
J I'set'l^/eOd' U 

and 

r , ;• , , d / M i i i d / « i •, 

where 

1 m ! 

- ^ , , r ^ 
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with 

v - 4 ™ f * l n A . fl2. 

h(x) - ( 1 - Jj )*(•/*") + ^ff e _ I- , 1 3 ) 

*(() - 4=( e""2du. (14 
•Jx Jo 

Note that the model collision operator given by Eq.i6) ensures the 

momentum conservation in the electron-electron collisions. We solve Eq.<5> 

in the \/v collisionality regime using a technique similar to that in a toka 

mak neoclassical theory, i.e., the expansion of fei with respect to 

V<.ji/Ub « 1 

where uu.// and ab are the effective collision frequency and the bounce 

frequency, respectively. Substituting Eq.(l5j into Eq.i.5: gives the fact 

that /,,() is constant along B. Operating {̂ •••> to the next order equation 

where < » indicates a surface average, we have 

<$CV /i'C )> + <^C e ,( fif )> - i^f^ ./*i )) + \ | C T O ( ./*, ;>, .16. 

from which the distribution function /$' for the circulating particles is 

obtained: 

d/,'l _ _ VeefeO 1 
J iFvve,..uif,.v 



where 

x { (BJ/wnvJiV) - ( f l / d W w S i ) } + < ^ ( ^ ^ ) . .17. 

- - {H^^M^)) 

* { ' - («K(u,^<u>)(/A N'}' 
In Eqs.i. 17) and (18), / d 3u and / d 3u denote the integration in the whole 
velocity space and in the velocity space only for circulating particles, 
respectively. Using Eqs.(17) and (18), we can estimate the electron return 
current J„. = - IdPvfcVu,, hence the surface averaged net current is given by 
Jnet - Jb + <-/ic=-. where Jb - ZbentUb is the fast ion beam current. Thus, the 
ratio of the net current to the fast ion beam current is written by 

F = 4' + , < J" > - 1 - A, 19-. 
Jb 

where 

( 3-/1F ^ h'.Zetf: I 

which expresses the effects of the electron return current and 

r •-/ P" *V~h;x}e~' , _. l\'/.,-tl! - I -, :—;—5— UX, d\ Jo 'nv.i + Zc// 
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hl.Zeff) - f . r . h [ - T )
7

e ' dr. ;22 
JO h{Xf + Zeff 

I3 - f h(x)e'T dx - 0.532840, ,'23 
Jo 

t . 4<B 3> f' >M 
3 B L JO < (1 - AB/B„ I) I / 2 >' 

/, - 1 - fc. 24 
Here, /c and ft are the fractions of circulating and trapped electrons, 

respectively. Equations (191 and <.'20) show that the influences of the mag 
netic field configuration on the net current appear through the fraction of 
trapped or circulating electrons. Table 1 indicates the values of /p/,//: 
and l2(Zeti i for Z„// - 1 ~ 5. From Table I and a straightforward 
calculation, it is shown that the term in the brace in Eq. 20'̂  is not so 
strongly dependent on Ze// that it is order unity for any value of /,/./'i. 
Hence, the effect of electron return current given by A depends mainly on 
fcZb/Zeif. As collisions between electrons and thermal ions increases, the 
electron return current indicated by A decreases. This fact is expressed as 
l/Zeff dependence of A . Also, the electron return current increases as the 
fraction of circulating electrons /c. However, this is effective only if Z,// 
is small. Then, the ratio of the net current to the fast ion beam current F 
increases as ft and Ze// increase. Especially it increases in roughly propor 
tional to the fraction of trapped electrons /* when Z,.// is small. On the 
other hand, for large Zc// the effect of trapped electrons becomes small. 

§3. Effects of the Magnetic Field Configuration on the Beam Driven Current 
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As is shown in 52, influences of the magnetic field configuration on the 

ratio of the net current to the fast ion beam current F appear through the 

fraction of trapped electrons ft i or circulating electrons A '; We examine 

the dependence of F on the vacuum magnetic field configuration. As an exam 

pie we take a typical large helical device with the coil number /. - 2, the 

toroidal pitch number ;V - 10. the major radius at the coil centre R, - 4 m. 

the magnetic field strength at the coil centre Be - 4 T. The magnetic field 

configuration can be controlled by the vertical and quadrupole fields due to 

the poloidal coils. The vertical field control is expressed by the shift of 

the magnetic axis 6„ - liml, - Rr where R m i s is the major radius at which the 

magnetic axis exists. The profile of the magnetic surface averaged in the 

toroidal direction is controlled by the quadrupole field. 

The fraction of trapped particles /, does not change so much for the 

quadrupole field control by the poloidal coils'3'. However, large shift of 

the magnetic axis changes it considerably. Then, in the following, the qua 

drupole field is fixed such that the quadrupole filed created by the helical 

coils is almost cancelled by the one due to the poloidal coils. Figure 1 

shows the dependence of ft on the averaged minor radius p for various mag

netic axis shifts. For the outward axis shift, the fraction of trapped elec

trons is large near the magnetic axis and does not depend on the averaged 

minor radius so much. In contrast with it. for the inward axis shift, the 

fraction of trapped electrons is small near the axis and increases as the 

minor radius. These dependences roughly result from the change in the diffe 

rence between B„ul and B»,„. For the large difference, the fraction of 

trapped electrons is large. The ratio of the net current, to the fast ion 

beam current F vs the averaged minor radius p is shown in Fig.2 for various 
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effective ionic charge numbers Zeft and Zb - 1 . Figs.2 a and 2 b 

correspond to the inward shifted magnetic field configuration : 6a - -0.2 m 

and to the outward shifted magnetic field configuration : 6„ - 0.2 m. 

respectively. As is mentioned in §2, F increases as ft and 7.,/j. When Zt.// is 

enough small ( Zeff =* 1 ) F =• /t. On the other hand, as Z,// increases F 

becomes roughly independent of ft or p. 

§4. Conclusions and Discussion 

The formulation of the beam-driven current in a general helical system 

is obtained in the \/v collisionality regime under the assumption that 

U6/UTe « 1 • The ratio of the net current to the fast ion beam current F 

depends on the magnetic field configuration through the fraction of circulat 

ing electrons / c or trapped electrons ft. The leading term of F is 

F == 1 - /cZb/Z,.//, which means that the electron return current is propor

tional to the fraction of circulating electrons and is inversely proportional 

to the effective ionic charge number Ze//. If Zt/Zc// => 1, F is roughly pro 

portional to the fraction of trapped electrons ft. However, for the large 

values of Zc//, F is roughly independent of ft. It should be noted that 

although these results are similar to ones in takamaks, in helical plasma the 

fraction and the distribution of trapped particles change so much by the con 

trol of the magnetic field configuration, for example, due to the change of 

the magnetic axis shift. 

In this paper, the rotation of ions is neglected by choosing the refe 

rence frame where ions are at rest and the model collision operator ensuring 
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the momentum conservation is used for electron-electron collisions. A uni 
fied form of the parallel current including bootstrap current. Spitzer 
current, and beam-driven current will be reported using more exact collision 
operator and taking account of the rotation of ions. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 The fraction of trapped particles ft given by Eq.(24) vs the averaged 
minor radius p for various magnetic field axis shifts. 

Fig.2 The ratio of the net current to the fast ion beam current given by 
Eq.(19) vs the averaged minor radius p for various effective ionic 
charge number Zejj. (a) : the inward shifted magnetic field confi
guration with 8a - -0.2 m, (b) : the outward shifted magnetic . leld 
configuration with 6 a - 0.2 m. 
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Table I Values of the integrations given by Eqs.i21> and ;.22). 

Zeff I\ ( Zeff ; h ( Z„ff ) 

1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 

0.568855 
0.363170 
0.266840 
0.210924 
0.174391 

0.334838 
0.204953 
0.147872 
0.115700 
0.095037 
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